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Attention, agrees! Rio de Janeiro's new civil police competition with permits decrees ready, an event hit with the blocking of the appointment of more than 9,000 posts in the state because of the state's financial situation. Although the decree does not prohibit the holding of a civil police contest by RJ, it is ultimately a stone in the way of an
agency that will have to make a relocation in its structure so that it can host a new event (PC RJ competition). Under the leadership of delegate Allan Turnowski, who was head of the institution from 2009 to 2011, a new event is expected to take place. With a heated speech, it ensures that improving the public safety of the state is still with
backlog of personnel. On Thursday (08/10), at a press conference, he confirmed the event for 2021. Positions were blocked by decree, but vacancies have already been unlocked. There is a request that in the first half of 2021, leave contests for all previous positions, in fewer vacancies Also vice president of the Foundation for the
Support of Teaching and Research of the Civilian Police, Thaianne Barbosa de Moraes Pessoa, only sees the possibility of notices come out in 2020 in a very optimistic perspective. The most concrete scenario is the decree and proof in 2021, he said. The PC RJ competition is authorized by 864 vacancies for fundamental, middle and
higher-level positions, including delegate positions. These vacancies must be moved in accordance with the Decree. According to information from the Access to Information Act, in addition to the delegate, seven separate notifications will be provided to the posts of inspector of police, police investigator, coroner, criminal expert, necropsy
technician and autopsy assistant. Rewards for these positions range from 4,506.27 to 7,827.33 rubles. For a delegate who will have a more riding publication, the initial reward is R$18,157.73. Browse the index below for you to stay on top of everything about the PC RJ contest. RJ Civil Police competition: the current situation in May, in a
post on the profile of the civilian police RJ on Instagram, the director of the Police Academy of Rio de Janeiro in connection with the pandemic of coronavirus in Brazil to avoid overcrowded populations during the tests, notifications that were to be issued in the first half were postponed. Recently Sinpol RJ published a note on its charging
website for the contest. Sindpol visited dozens of police stations across the state and found, in addition to the precarious conditions of some units, a shortage of personnel in all of them, which hindered the investigation and therefore the identification of authorship and punishment justice, he said. Click here to learn more about the RJ Civil
Police Union. In contact with the Board of the Secretariat of the Civil Chamber and the Government, it was confirmed that the planning would be reformulated, which could delay the publication of those notifications. After the closure of the posts, defined by Decree No. 47.117/2020, the state government will override plans previously
planned for the occupation of tender vacancies, - said in a statement. However, the Civic Chamber did not specify whether the number of posts would be revised as early as 2020 and whether the number of vacancies would be reduced. Recently, the secretary of the traffic police at a press conference in early October confirmed this event
for 2021. The notifications are expected to be issued in the first half of next year. BANCAS DEFINED CONTEST PC RJ February was intense to determine the organizing bank of the RJ Civil Police competition. On the 17th, it was confirmed that the Access Institute would be responsible for organizing the event. The notification is
expected to be issued in March, which is not due to the coronavirus pandemic. Find out more here! As early as February 20, the RJ Civil Police announced that the ACP Institute would be responsible for organizing the event for the other six positions: investigator, inspector, forensic perito, criminal expert, necropsy technician and autopsy
assistant. Click here and learn more through the Access to Information Act, the agency reported that there will be seven published notices, one for each specialty offered in the case. The teacher and coordinator of the police career of Gran Cursos Online, Eriko Palazzo, brought all the details about the organizers of the event: the styles of
stalls, the form of the collection and the latest competitions held by the bank. Currently, the number of vacancies in the Civil Police RD is 11,176, which is significantly lower than the number of posts allowed for the new corporation competition. Read the latest data obtained by e-SIC in Rio de Janeiro. 926 Perito Criminal20130 Perito
Legista54282 Technical Police Necropsy16136 Total86411.176 CONFIRMED STEPS OF THE PC RJ CONTEST In August 2019, Silve Terra (Academy) (Academy) through a representative, delegate Renata Teixeira, announced the steps that will draw up the competition of the civil police RJ. Check the first stage of the knowledge test,
medical examination, psychotechnical examination and fitness test. The second stage of the Professional Training Course (theoretical and practical course on career behavior). Commission PC RJ July 1, 2019 in the Official Gazette of the State of Rio de Janeiro In addition to the Secretary of State of the Civil Police, who signed the
resolution, The Deputy Minister of Administrative Administration; Deputy Minister for Operational Planning and Integration; Deputy Minister of Intelligence; Chief of Staff; Chief of Police; and Director of the State Police Academy Look at the photo: Rj Civic Police Competition: Organizing Committee. Need FOR SELECTION General Richard
Nunez, Secretary of Security of Rio de Janeiro At the convening ceremony of 1380 approved in the last PMERJ contest, the general noted that the strengthening of security institutions comes with the entry of new candidates. Nunes went on to say: Better to hire a little each year than many at once. RJ Civilian Police presents several
structural problems and acute staff shortages. Across the corporation, the deficit reaches 15,000 agents. Only in the career of a delegate in the third grade 233 vacant positions, which urgently retains the need for the RJ PC Contest. Rj Civic Police Competition: Wages and benefits Civilian police salaries vary by specialty, with values from
R$4,174.34 to R$18,157.73. For all specialties, there is the inclusion of food aid. Check the following last remuneration available in regulation: Autopsy Assistant: R$4,174.34 Autopsy Technician: R$4885.31 Inspector: R$5,809.58 Investigator: R$5,809.58 Expert: R$7827.33 Delegate: R$18157.73 Civil Police Contest RJ: Delegate First
Notice which will be published should be on the position of delegate. The Commission was formed in July 2019, when the civilian police released the names of the members of the investigative commission.  The group, divided between holders and alternates, will be responsible for program content, question preparation and other services.
The Access Institute was determined to be the organizer of the event. It is expected that after the selection of the host bank, the first notice for the delegate will be launched in a maximum of 45 days. In total, there will be 47 opportunities for delegates. Deputies will act, replacing holders in any obstacles. Below are the disciplines with the
formed examination commission: Administrative Law, Constitutional Law, Civil Law, Criminal Law, Criminal Procedure Law and Legal Medicine. Rj Civic Police Competition: Positions and Vacancies According to the publication in the official social network corporation, new activities provided Civic will offer vacancies for seven careers in
the corporation. Of the total 864 vacancies, the notices will circulate quantitatively as follows: PositionsVacancies Police Delegate47 Perito Legista54 Police Investigator118 Inspector Of Police597 Criminal Expert20 Autopsy Technician16 Autopsy Assistant 12 Total Total864 Civilian Police Tender RJ: Requirements Read below specific
requirements for entry into each position and in accordance with law No. 3,586/2001. The Commissioner of The Police, prior to the date of the inauguration, a diploma of graduation from a law school, issued by a higher education institution recognized by the Ministry of Education, or a certificate proving that she had a diploma on these
courses, in which case an accompanying document confirming that he had been granted a diploma registration. Expert Coroner's Diploma doctor, dentist, pharmacist or biochemical, duly registered. A police investigator with a High School Diploma or an equivalent inspector of police, prior to the date of ownership, a diploma of higher
education, thus defined by law, is properly registered, issued by a higher education institution recognized by the Ministry of Education or a certificate confirming that he has received a diploma, in which case is accompanied by a document confirming that he has been granted the registration of a diploma in the form of a law. When a
candidate must have special technical knowledge, technical qualifications will also be required at the time of registration, which is properly registered. The diploma of criminal expert in engineering, computer science, pharmacy, veterinary science, biology, physics, chemistry, economics, accounting or agronomy is duly registered.
Certificate of necropsy technique on completion of the secondary school course (formerly 2nd degree), issued by an educational institution recognized by the Ministry of Education (MEK) or a statement confirming the relevant conclusion. The necropsy assistant certificate completing primary school, or equivalent, is properly registered. RJ
Civil Police Competition: Delegated duty of the police to ensure the safety of the state and its population, to fight for public order, to enforce the law, to protect public institutions and other functions provided by the law. Perito Legista Perform a higher level of activity related to supervision, planning, coordination, control, guidance and
performance of medical and legal examination, living and dead and as a result of examination, as well as creating new methods, methods and working procedures in any PC-RJ body compatible with its attribution. Investigator police carry out, with autonomy or under supervision, coordination and excellent guidance, activities skilled,
including the performance of work related to the transport of the authorities, ensuring their safety, driving police vehicles, allegedly or not, the preservation of vehicles under their responsibility in any civilian police body, as well as, including those arising from police officers and inspectors of police, investigations and police operations, in
order to prevent and investigate conduct that inciting criminal offences. The Police Inspector conducts mid-level activities related to the supervision, coordination, guidance, control and leadership of civilian police teams, as well as assistance to senior authorities in technical matters specializing in security, investigations and police
operations. In addition, to carry out the security of the authorities, goods and services or areas of interest to internal security and other activities to which it is intended. Criminal Expert Exercise higher-level actions, which include oversight, planning, research, coordination, monitoring, guidance and execution of criminal investigations in
general, observed appropriate specialties, as well as the creation of new methods and working procedures in any civilian police body. The necropsy technician performs repetitive operational activities - complementary, anatomy pathology, covering necropsy and autopsy, under the direct supervision of police experts, and the preservation
of technical materials in any PC/RJ organ compatible with their attribution. The necropsy assistant performs repetitive actions related to the removal, washing and cleaning of corpses, cleaning and preservation of morgues, in any agency of the civil police. Other activities, defined by law or other regulations, are also performed. RJ Civic
Police Competition: Free material - Gran Vade Mecum Gran Cursos Online recently available, on the free materials page, Gran Vade Mecum Civil Police RJ. The document is important for concurseiros (as), who will run for the post of police inspector. The document covers issues such as constitutional law, administrative law, criminal law
and criminal procedure law. The material is intended to help remember the laws in question. Download now! Fill out the form below to download the e-book for free: In addition, you'll also find a few free materials: E-book Handouts Guide to Vertical Edict Research and more! Cut off a note of the latest civil police contest RJ CARGONote on
the complete reduction of vacancies delegated (2012)58.28 items150 police inspector (2012)50 Police Investigator (2005)69 points400 Police Necropsy Technique (2001)88 points50 Auxiliary Police Necropsy (2001)49 points97 Criminal Expert - Biology (2013)75 points12 Criminal Expert - Accounting (2013)6316 Criminal ExpertEng
Points - Points. Environmental/Forest/Agricultural/Agronomy (2013)60 Points16 Criminal Case Expert - Civil Engineer (2013)52 Scores28 Criminal Expert - Computer Engineering / Informatics (2013)84 Points10 Criminal Case Expert - Eng. Mechanics (2013)64 paragraph24 Criminal Expert - Chemical/Chemical Engineering (2013)70
items30 Criminal Expert - Pharmacy (2013)67 Points16 Criminal Expert - Physics (2013)70 Points10 Criminal Expert - Veterinary Medicine (2013)3 76 points10 Coroner Expert - Medical Clinic (2011)58 points27 Coroner Expert - Forensic Genetics (2011)79 Points5 Coroner's Expert - Dentistry (2011)88 Points3 Coroner's Expert -
Toxicology (2011)76 Points6 Summary of the Civil Police Competition RJ Want to Win Your Approval in the RJ Civil Police Competition? Be prepared with those who understand most about it! START STUDYING IN GRAN Competition Civil Police RJ Contests Rio de Janeiro Notice PC RJ New Competition PC RJ Thiago Alecrim
Communications Team Gran Courses Online Online Online edital policia civil rj 2020 auxiliar de necropsia. edital concurso auxiliar de necropsia rj 2020. edital pc rj 2020 auxiliar de necropsia
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